Year 1 Tweets!
Topic- We Are Chefs

19th January 2018

This Week…
Homework:
This week we have drawn soup cans from When you are shopping this weekend perhaps you
observation, using the famous Andy Warhol could look out for some interesting or unusual fruits
‘Soup Can’ image as inspiration. Well done to and send them into school next week. Alternatively, a
all the children who found out some amazing fruit that you think that your child really likes to eat.
facts about this famous Pop Artist! We have It would be really helpful if you could attach the name
also been looking at a range of plants that of the fruit and its country of origin so that we can
are also food and thinking about which part locate where it is grown on the World Map and look
of the plant we eat (root, stem, leaf, seed, at how far it has travelled to arrive in our shops. We
bulb etc). We were really impressed by the will also be looking inside the fruits, looking for seeds,
children’s knowledge of different fruits and pips and stones…!
vegetables! In Dance we have started to We will also continue to explore Kitchens from the
compose our ‘Pizza’ Dance. We began by past in History so please continue to look for images
listening to a piece of music and considering or find out some similarities or differences between the
the range of movements that we used to equipment and utensils used then and now. If you
make our pizza. Children then performed happen to have some interesting artefacts from the
these in an exaggerated and creative way!
past we would love to see them!
Next Week:
In Art we will continue to explore images by Andy Warhol and will be producing more images using a
range of different media. We will continue to explore the theme of ‘Keeping and Staying Healthy’ in
PSHE, thinking about what constitutes a healthy lifestyle.
We will also be exploring a range of fruits, finding out where they come from, how they grow and
finally we will be tasting and sampling a range of less popular fruits. We will then be designing,
making and tasting our own fruit salad based on our favourite fruits. As part of our risk assessment we
would be grateful if you could complete the form below and return to school on Monday so that your
child can taste the different fruits.
Please complete and return to school on Monday 22nd January
Child Name:___________________________ Class:________________
I am happy for my child to take part in tasting of different fruits.
Signed:___________________________
My child has a food allergy: Yes/ No (Please delete as appropriate)
IF YES PLEASE SPECIFY:_______________________________________
Signed:___________________

Date:____________________

